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Abstract

Antisemitism is racism. While it is not broadly accepted in modern societies, it does exist in the margins, in places with no norms or regulations. The key purpose of this article is to develop a new conceptual research framework for the study of both antisemitism and racism. The dark web hosts a great deal of offensive and criminal activity; it also hosts racist and antisemitic activity. It is necessary, then, to search the dark web, the dank underbelly of society, for activity which is not accepted in conventional life. In order to make this conceptual research framework available to other researchers, an overview of racist antisemitic activity on the dark web will be presented and analyzed. As concluded, governments do not take sufficient action for the eradication of dark web racism as it is hidden from society and is very difficult to regulate. In contrast to the surface web, racists, antisemites, thrive there.
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INTRODUCTION

Antisemitism is racism. Even if it is not widely and publicly accepted in modern liberal societies, it exists in the margins. Antisemitism is present in the far left’s and postcolonial left’s assertions that the state of Israel has committed crimes; it is present in the alt-right, with its neo-Nazi groups that use classic antisemitic motifs and worship Hitler’s memory; it is present within fundamentalist Islam, which accuses both Israel and Jews in general of harming and conspiring against Muslims. Contemporary liberal society does not accept racist behavior: It stands firm against extremism and tries to cast it out. However, such ideas, and their associated activity, do not disappear. A simple ban cannot banish racism. Instead, it moves to the edges of society.

In the digital world, antisemitism finds plenty of crevices in which to hide. The key purpose of this article is to develop a new conceptual framework for the study of antisemitism and racism. If antisemitism will not simply vanish, it is necessary to search the margins of modern society, trace it, analyze it, and eventually combat and abolish it. This article aims to present researchers with new concepts and methods to study racist and antisemitic phenomena in the digital safehouses of bigots. Unregulated places such as the deep web and dark web host a lot of offensive and criminal activity. Antisemites can express their racist ideas with almost complete anonymity and security, and with no shame at all. They do not need to fear “persecution” for their beliefs. In fact, the real problem with antisemitism and racism on the dark web is its normality. Such online racism is likely to incite hatred in society and serve as a “call to action” against those presented as harmful by the racists.

This article aims to present and discuss research on antisemitism, and racism per se, in a largely invisible area of society—the dark web. Methodologically, a conceptual analysis
of antisemitism combined with empirical evidence from the dark web is utilized. Firstly, I will present a nontechnical explanation of the deep web and dark web, in order to provide researchers with ways to approach these entities. Secondly, I will present the conceptual and methodological framework, with the aim of explaining the reasons for this exploration into “hidden worlds.” Thirdly, I will analyze antisemitic activity on the deep web and dark web, describing contemporary, anonymous, and shameless racist and antisemitic behavior. For comparison, I will examine antisemitic activity on the “surface web”—that is, the web most commonly used in day-to-day life. I will conclude by sketching an image of the future of research on racism and antisemitism and the role of the deep web and dark web in such research.

THE DEEP WEB AND DARK WEB: WHAT ARE THEY, HOW TO ACCESS THEM, AND WHAT TO LOOK FOR?

What They Are

The deep web is everything that is not on the controlled and indexed surface web. The surface internet began as the Arpanet, a project of the United States Department of Defense. In 1983, the Arpanet switched from being a closed network, named the Network Control Protocol (NCP), and became an open one—the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP). Moving from a closed circuit to an open one led to the expansion of these protocols and communication types. As the number of networks and users grew, a classification of networks began: National (Class A), Regional (Class B), and Local (Class C). Today, every government and individual can design and install his own network. Accelerating the internet’s development and expansion, the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) started designing the internet to be more accessible to the public. It turned into something very like the Yellow Pages. ICANN gave names—IPs, and Domain Name Systems (DNS) to computers in every government, industry, home, and eventually our mobile and smart devices. Now, ICANN’s websites can be found easily. Instead of typing an IP address (e.g., 192.0.32.7), people can simply type “icann.org.”

Thus, ICANN began indexing every registered service, invited big tech giants (such as Google, Bing, Yahoo, AOL, Yandex.ru, and others) to index, sort, and manipulate/adapt all of the registered DNSs and IPs. That indexing process raises some questions and concerns. First, who gets to be at the top of the index list, and why? Manipulation the indexing process can be exploited by governments, companies, and so forth. Second, if every address is indexed, it can be monitored by the government, commercial players, and even malicious players. In short, this is a danger to free speech (racist speech). Denying someone access to the internet is a violation of basic human rights. Moreover, oppressive countries use IP addresses to silence opposition simply by tracing them and arresting the owners. Moreover, in Foucauldian terms, the hegemony of US-based Arpanet, internet, and indexing systems can lead to the exclusion of weaker, un-indexed, players; hence the popularity of the dark web. While the internet in now global and can seem free and equal, it is not. The ones who control the internet, such as the United States or companies such as Google, promote their preferred sites, ideologies and information. When certain information is promoted other information is left behind. Countries can restrict their internet networks as well. Such is the Chinese case: China restricts anti-Chinese sites in order to prevent its citizens from reaching it.

The deep web is everything that is not indexed by search engines and regulators: dynamic web pages that are generated by requests; blocked sites that use authentication methods; unlinked sites which prevent an effective
indexing process; non-scriptural or contextual content (everything that is not based on HTML); limited-access networks which are placed in non-public infrastructures; and private web platforms which require a password or a payment for access.¹⁹

As mentioned above, it is important to note the role of search engines when comparing the deep web and the surface web. Currently, search engines systematically exclude, either by design or by accident, certain sites in favor of others. Nations and giant tech companies manipulate and control the web when they refuse to index a site or when they rank a certain site lower than other sites so the lower ranked site is harder to find. In this way, free speech is prevented. Certain groups of people, legitimate or not, turn to the deep web and the dark web to avoid this kind of political or corporate interference.²⁰

Lastly, dark webs and other alternative routing infrastructures are hosted on platforms which require special and specific software to reach them, such as the most commonly used dark web, TOR²¹ browser.²² Other examples for popular dark webs are I2P, Riffle, and Freenet. In essence, if I (the author of this paper) set up a private server in my house, for which special software is also required (such as a special browser) and give you (the reader) the address and the password, we would be on our own dark web.

How to Access Them

The deep web can be accessed in a variety of ways. In order to understand how to explore it, a distinction must be made between the deep web and the dark web. The dark web is part of the deep web but can only be accessed with special software because it is based on a unique infrastructure. TOR, I2P, Freenet, and Riffle are such infrastructures. The deep web is everything that is not indexed: Some of it can be accessed through regular browsers, but one must know the address and the content first.²³ If regulators do not know where to look, evil activity can flourish there: terrorist plots, hacking and extortion, pedophile ring, drugs and arms distribution, human trafficking, cyberattacks, and, of course, extreme and malicious manifestations such as fundamentalist Islam and neo-Nazism. The dark web is a double-edged sword: It enables free speech, but spreads extremism.²⁴

An example of unique deep web infrastructure is TOR—probably the best-known access tool. The TOR network originated in the US Naval Research Laboratory and was introduced in 2002, with the aim of facilitating secure military and governmental communication worldwide.²⁵ TOR allows anonymous communication between users, clients, and servers by using volunteer nodes (crossroads). All routing is encrypted and, while some nodes can be exposed, it is almost impossible to retrieve all of the access points and nodes from server to client. Thus, if one were to enter a special address, the last node accessing the address could be found but not the original user. Search engines and governments can do very little to sort the dark web. The TOR network uses unique .onion domain names that are not accessible by regular surface web browsers.²⁶

While network analysis can detect these kinds of connections, it cannot reach the content. Dark web users could be discovered by a simple deprivation methodology—every transaction of data that local ISPs can see is innocent and everything the ISPs cannot see, or reach, is an abnormal activity such as governmental opposition or intelligence agents. As the US initiated and used the dark web for its intelligence proposes, it had no choice but to flood the world with dark web users in order to make the deprivation methodology harder for utilization. It promoted the dark web, specifically TOR project, as a good mechanism for regime opposition in oppressive regimes and for the promotion of human rights.²⁷ By contrast, unintentionally, the US is responsible for some of the illegal, racist, and terrorist activity on the dark web since it provides the anonymity platform for all, those who use it for good and those who abuse it.²⁸
What to Look For

The deep web and dark web’s privacy and security enable a vast amount of illegal and harmful activity. If volunteer, or exploited nodes, cannot help society regulate and track harmful activity, then one of the ways to do so is by creating and distributing regulated nodes. Typically, government-made nodes will track every motion, allowing the government to trace the route back to the real user. Another way to track harmful activity is to constantly monitor hidden services and hidden social networks, try to map them, and index information semi-manually in order to note overlapping information. As most illegal activists change their domains and designs constantly, this latter approach is often unhelpful.

DARPA’s (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) Artificial Intelligence (AI) MEMEX software is another tool with which security agencies monitor dark webs. Instead of using the kind of preprogrammed and predesigned software most of the search engines employ, MEMEX uses AI to explore and catalogue the dark web. Another sociological method is time-zone geolocation of crowds who use the dark web. This method allows for the analysis and comparison of populations in dark web in certain locations to the regulated activity of surface web populations.

A social researcher that wants to analyze and gather information on the dark web must take several precautions before entering and exploring it. Considering the fact that the deep web contains ninety to ninety-five percent of web content, it is nearly impossible to explore it with any thoroughness.

Research on the dark web can be regarded as a sociological and ethnographical research. Social researchers can take interest in blogs, forums, boards, marketplaces, and even social networks similar to Facebook: They host a fascinating variety of activity and opinion in an unmonitored, anonymous way. An individual can express their views candidly, without self-censorship: They do not have to worry about the way society will perceive them. Several research methods can be applied to analyze social, specifically antisemitic, activity on the dark web: surveys, experiments, case studies, interpretive research, and interviews.

Entering the Hidden Wiki, a directory of hidden links to hidden services and places, several things can be found: search engines, financial services, commercial services and marketplaces; domain and web hosting services, hacking services, pornography, drugs, arms, pirate audio and video exchanges, and much more. The important platforms the present study on racism and antisemitism are blogs, forums, boards, and social networks. In addition, popular search engines are used to search for dark web sites and content. Typing the word “Jews” or “Israel” in popular search engines, such as Ahmia.fi or Torch, brings up very disturbing antisemitic content.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

In August 2017, Heather Heyer, 32, was killed when a white supremacist drove a car into a demonstration against an alt-right rally—called “Unite the Right”—in Charlottesville, Virginia. One of the organizing bodies of that alt-right rally was the neo-Nazi site the Daily Stormer. This incident led to an unofficial ban on the site. Companies such as Google, GoDaddy, and other internet and technology providers refused to give this neo-Nazi site access to their platforms. The Daily Stormer was driven off the surface web. However, it quickly found a new home, somewhere beyond the reach of social norms of behavior and with almost no regulations—the deep web and the dark web. With its last gasp, and with help from supporters and followers, the Daily Stormer published a link to its new .onion address.

One can argue that society, specifically private tech giants, played a crucial role in the eradication of racism and antisemitism after Charlottesville. A significant number of far-right sources which disseminated socially
unacceptable antisemitic and racist views vanished from the surface web. But the reality is much more complicated. The Charlottesville rally and the banning of the *Daily Stormer* is a particularly valuable case for research. Antisemitism is difficult to regulate on the internet: Laws on racism and incitement effectively only emerged in the last decade. Furthermore, there is a geographical jurisdiction difficulty with web antisemitism and extremism in general. If an antisemitic statement or incitement is made in a country where it is legal, can a country in which antisemitism is illegal take action against the racists involved? A digital post can spread across the whole world. What is a tech company’s position with regard to national and international law?

The *Daily Stormer* case is of special interest. It was one of the most successful racist sites online, alongside veteran sites like *Stormfront* and *Jew Watch*. These sites had also been banned, taken offline, or sanctioned in the past. However, unlike the *Daily Stormer*, *Stormfront* and *Jew Watch* are still online with their original domains. The *Daily Stormer*’s problem was that it transposed web racism and incitement to the real world. What happened in Charlottesville was violent extremism and terrorism, which eventually took a life. Thus, a difficult question must be asked: What was the real reason for the tech giants to act against the *Daily Stormer*? Was it because of normative criticism (most importantly, media pressure) and mainstream opposition to racism and antisemitism, or was it the horrible manner of Heather Heyer’s death and homeland security concerns?

As argued by Andre Oboler of the Online Hate Prevention Institute, governments have recently increased their efforts to tackle hate speech, incitement, and violent extremism on the surface web. Racist activity on the surface web is no longer tolerated. Social media platforms and tech companies are being directly instructed by governments to control racism and extremism online. Moreover, governments are looking to increase legislation to better police the surface web. For instance, Germany investigated and opened a prosecution against Facebook over hate posting in late 2015. Following a public outcry and German political pressure, Facebook hired specialists to monitor and delete racist posts.

Though there is an increase in public and governmental understanding of web racism and antisemitism, a recent study showed this understanding drops behind the actual trends of web antisemitism. A study by the World Jewish Congress shows that there has been a dramatic increase of thirty percent in antisemitic posts and holocaust denial on the web and social media. A study by the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) presents data for a worrying increase in online antisemitism. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) recorded 58.1 percent of religious hate crimes victims targeted Jews in 2017.

The established antisemitism of the *Daily Stormer* had not vanished away but moved to a different platform. Another *Unite the Right* rally took place in August 2018, this time in Washington, DC. While it is true that American free speech laws allow these kinds of racist rallies and activities to take place, it is also true that the participants at Charlottesville—mostly nationalists, neo-Nazis, and Ku Klux Klan members—did not have any difficulty organizing the DC hate rally, even if they were eventually outnumbered by anti-racist groups who tried to prevent the rally.

The *Daily Stormer* continued, without any interruptions, on its dark web site. Just before the rally took place, the dark web site was used as a bulletin board. It stated that an old *Daily Stormer* domain was working on the surface web and that, if this domain was seized again, the site would return to the dark web. Thus, the *Daily Stormer* helped gather racist supporters for a “Unite the Right” rally once again.

Right after the rally, in a cynical article from August 13, 2018 the murdered Heyer was shamelessly and hatefully mocked.

* * *
There are differences between the types of antisemitism which are mostly present on the dark web. These are distinguished in the way society perceives them. Currently, one type is found mostly on the new and extreme left. Left antisemitism presents itself as criticism of Israeli policies and even anti-Zionism. It argues that Israel, and its Jewish supporters, are doing harm to the Palestinians and the Middle East. As it is artists and scholars who make up a good number of these anti-Israel left activists, they are not considered a national security threat in the same way that the right-wing nationalists are. Although criticism of any conflict is welcome, the left uses antisemitic stereotypes and motifs to criticize Israel. The extreme left is being “pushed” into antisemitic behavior and this fact must be emphasized. That is, actions meant to harshly criticize, which are not antisemitic, can actually have an effect of actions which are antisemitic. Thus, mainstream society accepts the far left’s views and they continue to flourish in anti-Israeli and BDS movements under the sign of critique. The right, however, does not hide its antisemitism in normative factors.

The second type of antisemitism is found in alt-right movements and in fundamentalist Islamist circles. In contrast to the leftist version of antisemitism, extreme Islamists and the alt-right do not try to explain or disguise their hatred and prejudice. This kind of direct and overt antisemitism presents the Jewish people as inferior to the white race or to Muslims. It openly taints the Jewish people and the state of Israel. Unlike left antisemitism, these racist acts are not accepted by society and are shunted to its outskirts when they gain a certain amount of publicity or start having an impact on real life. However, Islamicist and alt-right antisemitism does remain active and continues to flourish in places where norms and regulations are seldom found. In a recent study, Eva Kaján notes that hate speech is endorsed and promoted on the dark web. The haters unite and form a strong hate-driven ideological platform.

There is clearly danger. Instead of opposing, fighting, and eradicating antisemitism, society effectively ignores it. Contemporary society believes that with a simple ban antisemitism will disappear. But it is not that easy or simple. What society actually achieves, and perhaps even wants, is merely a temporary deportation. The irony is that many antisemites begin their social media activity on the dark web. It is on the margins that their hatred grew in the first place. Putting them back there, where they have no fear of persecution, they will only become stronger. They do not need to fear a shutdown or legal action. If only society could assure that the expelled antisemites would not come back. But the issue is difficult to solve. The fear is that, if not regulated and moderated, a strain of antisemitism will erupt into the mainstream that is more powerful we have seen before.

In addition, when hidden on the dark web the scale of antisemitism is unknown. The surface web is relatively transparent and regulated: In theory, an accurate assessment of antisemitism can be made. The deep web, on the other hand, is estimated to be about 400 to 500 times larger than the surface web—and it is nearly impossible to index. This compels us to ask the question: Is the dark web 400 or 500 times more antisemitic and racist that the surface web? The simple answer is no. The deep web is indeed much larger than the surface web, but most of it is used to securely store information, such as governmental data, private and access-restricted information such as bank accounts and social network accounts. Anything that is inaccessible to the public, is password protected, and restricted counts as the deep web. The problem is present in another layer of the web: the dark web.

While antisemitic and racist activity is not 500 times greater on the dark web, it is unregulated and can be manifested more shamelessly and virulently. The dark web hosts activity that is similar to that which one sees on surface web forums, boards, marketplaces, blogs, social networks, and so forth. The real issue is not one of scale: It is the lack of law-enforcement. Antisemitism on the regulated surface web can
be dealt with, removed, and blocked, thus stopping the spread of hate for a while. Antisemitism on the dark web, however, can hardly be removed and blocked.

**ANTISEMITIC ACTIVITY ON THE DARK WEB**

When it comes to antisemitic activity, the dark web is similar to the surface web. It has almost the same platforms. The key differences are in anonymity and regulation. While the surface web—including social media sites—can host racist and antisemitic platforms, sell antisemitic items, and facilitate antisemitic activity, some regulation and monitoring are possible and there are examples of positive action against the phenomena, as described below. By contrast, it is technically harder for authorities and technology companies to act against antisemitic activity on the dark web.

An exploration and analysis of antisemitic activity on the dark web is presented in this section with the purpose to describe contemporary anonymous and shameless antisemitic activity as well as the platforms which host it. Some of this activity is compared to cases from the surface web, where monitoring efforts are improving and the suppression of antisemitic activity takes place. The most important platforms for social scientists are presented, including sites such as market places, blogs, forums, boards, and social networks. Antisemites buy and sell antisemitic items, publish of antisemitic hate for all to read, and discuss their hatred privately with one another. Some screenshots of websites are included since .onion sites often change addresses, use generic links, and are often taken offline.

**Marketplaces**

Dark web marketplaces are filled with different illegal items. They sell pedophilic material, drugs, weapons and arms, human beings, and racist material. Nowadays, dark web marketplaces are both regulated and unregulated. This contradiction is due to the scale of these marketplaces. They are regulated by the analysts and agents of various law enforcement agencies. Yet there is not enough law enforcement manpower available to watch these vast spaces. Since these sites are not indexed and regulated by keywords, as in the surface web, most of the marketplaces are lawless and users can buy and sell whatever they like. In 2018, the US Department of Justice announced its first undercover operation targeting dark web vendors: It resulted in thirty-five arrests and the seizure of weapons, drugs, other illegal items, and more than $23.6 million. Still, this haul represents a drop in the ocean.

Entering famous marketplaces such as Valhalla, Imperial Library or Dream Market one is struck by the diversity of what is on offer. Apart from drugs, arms, counterfeit and stolen goods, there are banned books such as Hitler’s *Mein Kampf* or *The Protocols of the Elders of Zion*. One can find on these marketplaces a variety of white supremacist and Nazi-related items as well. For instance, Dream Market offered Hitler gold coins (fig. 1), Nazi-themed clothes, stamps, pictures, artwork, and so forth. These marketplaces are unregulated and without limitless manpower law enforcement agencies around the world cannot hope to catch sellers. Furthermore, such sellers are not a threat to society in the same way that terrorists or hitman are.

This situation is, of course, different on the surface web where liberal society holds sway. As early as 2001, eBay banned Nazi, Ku Klux Klan, and other racist and antisemitic items. Regulation was fierce. Internet users who used French or German surface browsers were blocked from searching for Nazi-related items. In 2013, following an investigation by a UK newspaper, eBay removed Holocaust objects. Recently (August 2018), Amazon removed Nazi and white supremacist symbols and items from. When racist and antisemitic behavior contravenes national laws, modern society acts against it, at least when large technology companies are involved. This situation also encourages tech giants to take more preemptive action themselves to ensure legal compliance.
Blogs

Blogs on the dark web are another example of public racism. While finding white supremacist, Nazi, and antisemitic items on the dark webs is fairly easy, since sellers want to make a sale, blogs are a different story. A worrisome example is a blog named White Will Survive.79 There, the author urges users to reproduce and distribute the stories. Posts and stories develop as references and hyperlinks to other stories. One post describes Zionists as Jews who think they have a divine right to Israel, are mentally ill, rape, and desire to kill everyone who is not Jewish. In contrast to the well-known stereotype that Jews control global finance, this blog describes them as parasites who rely on others for their money. As shown in figures 2–4, this blog is remarkably antisemitic, anti-Zionist, and over all racist.

Another example of an extreme antisemitic blog on the dark web is Heidenwut.80 In a post from January 2017 the author states:

Since the Charlottesville incident we’ve seen a lot of pro-white websites go down. Daily stormer was even kicked off the domain name registration system and forced to retreat down into the dark net with me. Although many on the net see this as some great harbinger of doom, the fact is they should have (((shut it down))) years ago if they wanted to prevent the spread and saturation of our messages to the world.81

In another post, the author presents the idea of starting a soap company using antisemitic tropes of Jewish cuisine. Soap names include “Greedy Grape”, “Oi-Vey Orange,” and “Victim Group Vanilla.” The “Jewish Soap Idea” is illustrated in the figure below (fig. 5).

These kind of blogs and sites on the dark web are not rare. As mentioned by the Heidenwut blogger, the right place for them to exist is the dark web. Both dark web and surface web sites ad blogs can hold similar content; the
The attempt by zionists to genocide the white race.

Who are Zionists?
What is genocide?
What is a race?
What is White?
How are Zionists attempting to genocide the white race?
Why are Zionists attempting to genocide the white race?
Who specifically is perpetrating this crime?
How will Whites survive?

Figure 2. *White Will Survive* (Blog), interactive table of contents.

A schizophrenic thought God told him: he mutilated his penis and the penises of everyone in his household they'd come to own all the land around them. This man was the world's first Jew.

Jews are still the ethnic group with the highest rate of mental illness today. Inbreeding has exacerbated this problem.

Jews indeed because according to their original degree, stolen from Zoroastrians, they could only breed within their family. Where the Zoroastrians contained a large enough ethnicity to delay the deluding of the modern Pans until today, Jews have had periods where there were so few of them the incest ramped up horrifically.

The Torah even says Lot fucked his daughters, a Jewish prince raped his sister, and another founder of their great people sought to marry his cousin to keep it in the family. They plagiarized ideas from Egyptians too.

After Jews’ enemies the Pharaohs eliminated their rivals the Sodumians, Jews came under a singular control, making them an automatic ethno-tocracy. This is a horrific historical development because the Pharaohs, who made up the Talmud, hated everyone who wasn’t Jewish. They taught the most extreme religions/political/ethnic doctrine to gain popular acceptance. It included such gags as

1. Jews should kill everyone who isn’t Jewish.
2. A Jew should never be punished for wrong done to a non-Jew.
4. Jews may not reveal what the Talmud says to non-Jews because non-Jews would want to kill Jews if they found out what they believed.
5. Raping girls as young as 3 years old is ok.
6. You should murder a child after you rape her.

If you want to learn more about the Talmud there’s so much evil in it as you can stomach.

Jews acted with a duality where they tried to keep their hostility secret, only expressing it to whatever degree they determined was safe. It’s hard to suffer a neighbor who hates your guys, wants to kill you, crucifies children, changes society, and otherwise seeks to either destroy or enslave you while committing all manner of evil in the process. So Jews have survived by feigning justice in the various communities which would no longer put up with their slit and bribing foolish rulers to tolerate their robbery and other abuses of the people in exchange for a cut of the loot.

No other people on Earth has been as hard to get along with as Jews because Jews are not only an ethnicity but also a religion and their religion teaches them to be hostile to everyone else.

When the word "Jew" is written here it is in reference to such Jews, who identify as Jews and act with a Jewish character: an enemy to the rest of mankind.

What about other types of Jews?
Does the Jewish predilection towards madness tend towards manifesting itself in genocidal campaigns?
Evaluation of the Jewish People
Have Jews historically been hostile to whites?

Figure 3. *White Will Survive* (Blog), description of Jews.
difference is that surface web users can be easily held accountable for their content. For instance, Gareth Wardell, a Scottish National Party (SNP) supporter and the publisher of the Grouse Beater (Blog) was suspended from party membership in late 2018 for citing Mein Kampf in an attack against a Jewish Labour party activist.

**Forums and Boards**

Forums and boards on the dark web are similar to their parallels on the surface web. One can start a discussion, topic, or a question by simply publishing it for all users to see. Searching for “Nazi,” “Jews,” “White,” and various other antisemitic and race-related terms gives interesting and troubling results. For example, antisemites frequently use the board of Hidden Answers (Blog) to research antisemitism and racism, Holocaust denial and Nazi propaganda. In moments, one can find the following posts and questions:

- “Is it legit to make a videogame where the main objective is to kill Jews.”
- “Where can I buy authentic nazi memorabilia.”
- “Things about Nazi (Hitler), Some one has any link in DW that says things about Nazis??”
- “How come that jews run the U.S. Federal Reserve System (FED) for ~100 yrs?”
- “How much money ($ billions) did the jews made from the Holohoax?”
- “Should all jews outside of Israel be killed? [poll]”
- “Are the Zionists the Illuminati?”
- “Did hitler really kill 6 million jews?”

**Figure 4. White Will Survive (Blog), Jews and money.**
Another alarming example is a forum which disguises itself as a credible source for intelligence and information—IntelExchange. Only registered members can enter the forum, which has several boards devoted to general discussions, current events, conspiracy theories, and so forth. The top posts include antisemitic and anti-Zionist “plots” to take over countries and world. For instance, there are posts about Jewish and Israeli conspiracies: Jews are behind assassination plots; Israel and Jews were behind the 9/11 terror attack; Israel and Jews try to attack and suppress Iran; Israel and Jews manipulate and eliminate Gaza and the Palestinians; and other racist conspiracies.

A well-known racist and antisemitic forum is Politically Incorrect, where users discuss various issues in a racist manner. In some discussions and posts, users ask for “Jew-free” versions of platforms, say that Jews are terrorists.
and plotters, and use many other antisemitic tropes. Another site is Kiwi Farms, where a simple search of the term “Jews” will bring up various antisemitic and anti-Zionist themes. Other forums and boards include Raddle, Endchan, The Stock Insiders, OnionLand, and Скрытые Ответы (the Russian Hidden Answers [Blog]).

Unlike the Daily Stormer, these sites and forums will not be taken down easily as they are not controlled by big tech companies, ICANN, or other regulators. If they are taken offline by white-hat hackers or by a governmental operation (US or Israeli, for example), they will simply rise online again with a different domain or a different site design. Furthermore, since these sites are not indexed by regulated services, it will be a long time until liberal societies can trace new antisemitic sites and find them. It is important to note that surface web forums and boards such as 4chan are also used for racist rhetoric and are seldom regulated. Unless they are on dedicated antisemitic sites, surface web uses often oppose expressions of racism and comment against antisemitic posts.

Social Networks

Social Networks on the dark web are similar to surface web networks such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+, or Gab. As with surface web services, a user can join a specific social network on the dark web and create a profile. Once a profile is created, posts, stories, pictures, and videos can be uploaded to present the user or his ideas.

In August 2018, the surface web social network Gab hosted by Microsoft, was notified by a third party that some controversial antisemitic posts saying Jews should be raised as livestock were uploaded on the platform and were being spread. Microsoft imposed a call for action on Gab and gave it forty-eight hours to remove all antisemitic posts. If Gab failed to act, Microsoft would stop the hosting the site and it would likely be offline for months.

After restrictions and bans on the surface web, alt-right antisemites go to dark web social networks to manifest their extreme ideologies. The dark web has a few popular social networks for antisemites to thrive in: Connect, Galaxy3, Torbook, for example. There is even a dark web Facebook. For the Connect social network, what matters most is privacy and nothing else: “You want an account with Connect? The reason is that your privacy matters a lot to you and you would like an account that is disconnected from your official identity? This is absolutely reasonable.”

Once inside a dark web social network, in this case Connect, a variety of pages, users, and posts can be found. For example, annalolita (who also posts a lot of sexual material), frequently publishes conspiracy theories along with antisemitic tropes. An illustration from August 11, 2018 claims “the Rothschilds and other Jews control the US government and world finance and banking services—a classical anti-Semitic stereotype.

Other profiles on the dark web post antisemitic and anti-Zionist tropes, illustrations, and conspiracy theories. Most state that Israel and the Jewish people govern the world by means of money and corruption. However, it is important to note that antisemitic groups and pages on surface web social media are common as well. In a simple search on Facebook for the words “Holocaust lies,” “Jews,” and “Zionists,” one can find pages titled “Holocaust was a lie,” “Zionists Crimes Exposed,” and many others. A recent newspaper report lists material designed to “incite hatred and violence against Jews.”

CONCLUSION

This article has examined racism and antisemitism on the deep web and the dark web, and developed a new conceptual framework—that is, a toolset—for further social science research on the subject. The key rationale behind this research is fairly simple. If racism
and antisemitism are not accepted by modern liberal societies, antisenmites will find shelter on the outskirts of society. In the same way that crime happens in alleyways at night, hidden from view, racism lives in the hidden away, digital crevices—in the dark web.

Antisemitism on the dark web is found among white supremacy groups, neo-Nazis, and other kinds of nationalists. In addition, some extreme Islamists also use antisemitism and anti-Zionism to spread hatred. Interestingly, the left kind of antisemitism mentioned in the conceptual framework of this article does not have a significant footprint on the dark web. This fact proves my argument that left antisemitism is still socially acceptable. Right-wing antisemitism is not accepted and thus it inhabits the fringes of society. Left antisemitism, on the other hand, presenting itself as a critique of Israeli policies, does not have to hide on the dark web. Society finds its (disguised) antisemitism acceptable.

Several of the dark web platforms and sites of most interest to social scientists were presented and compared to their surface web equivalents. They were selected in order to describe, and demonstrate empirically, the prevalence of antisemitism on the dark web: marketplaces which sell antisemitic and Nazi items; blogs which provide antisenmites with an anonymous platform to spread hate; obscene forums and boards; and social sites on which users share antisemitic ideas and talk about Jew-hatred publicly (but, due to the nature of the dark web, effectively in private). Sites which were banned by society, such as the Daily Stormer, find shelter in the unregulated world of the dark web.

Unfortunately, contemporary liberal society has not eradicated antisemitism. Governments are not taking sufficient action to combat
antisemitism online. Moreover, attempts to ban it from the surface web—which is only five to ten percent of the web as a whole—force antisemites underground and onto the almost immeasurable dark web. Thus, society actually enables antisemites to spread their hatred and thrive. The main applicable contribution of this paper is the fact that it presents as ancient phenomenon on very contemporary platforms such as the dark web. In addition, methods and ideas of exploration can benefit others in their research of the platforms, not only about antisemitism but in general social trends.

Future research can study the dark web through systematic analyses of antisemitic trends on each of the social platforms discussed above, dark web heuristics, or the use of AI and other monitoring and mapping tools. The only dark web platform presented in this article was TOR: Future research can explore other dark webs such as Freenet, I2P, and Riffle.
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